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Abstract 
For the germ of a holomorphic mapping F : (U, 0) --> (C, 0) of the form F(z)  : gz +. . . .  where 
O is a primitive root of unity of order d i> 2, criteria for the existence of a continuous iterative root 
of given order and the topological inearizability of F are given. 
The tbllowing conditions are equivalent: (I) F a = ld; (2) the germ of the mapping F(z)  is 
topologically conjugate to the germ of the mapping gz; (3) the germ of the mapping F has a 
continuous iterative root of order d ~ for every k/> I. 
If F a # Id, then for a given positive integer N the germ of the mapping F has a continuous 
iterative root of order N iff d. gcd(N, ind(F a, 0) - I) divides ind(F a. 0) - I. © 1997 Elsevier 
Science B.V. 
Keywords: Iterative root: Topological conjugation; Index of fixed point: Multiplicity of zero 
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O. Introduction 
The problem of embedding a given mapping F : X -~ X in a one-parameter group 
(semigroup) of mappings fx : X --~ X is best examined for the case of the group of all 
real numbers A c ~. Indeed, many positive embedding results are obtained for the group 
of all complex numbers A c C, and the nonexistence of embedding is usually obtained on 
the level of the group of all rational numbers A E Q (see the equivalence of statements (i)
and (iv) in 2 ° , Section 3. Because in the general case the embedding problem cannot 
have a solution with a satisfactory formulation, this problem is usually considered in 
various classes of mappings. We will consider germs of local mappings (maybe, formal) 
F : (U ,  0) -~ (~m,8) ,  that is, mappings F defined on some neighborhood U C_ /R" 
of the point 8; they are given by a formal (maybe, nonconvergent) series with zero 
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free coefficient. Mappings coinciding on a certain neighborhood of the fixed point 0 are 
identified. The best known general results can be divided into the following three groups. 
(1) The Poincar6 theorem says that evel 3' formal (complex) mapphzg F with linear 
part without resonances i formally linearizable, 11, p. 175], [I 3, p. 39], [104], [94], [88, 
Theorem I l, [27], and therefore, embeddable in a.fimnal C-flow. 
Similarly, evel.a' C~-mapping F with linear part without resonances is C ~- 
linearizxtble [ ! 13] and therefore, embeddable in an R-flow of C ~-mappings. 
S. Sternberg 11131, E Takens [1191, G.R. Belitskii [121, [13, pp. 148. 1521, 
G.R. Sell [1061 and many other authors [98,115,20,161 proved similar theorems on C, k- 
iinearization. 
The problem of topological linearization of a variable mapping is solved by the fol- 
lowing Grobman-Hartman theorem II 3, p. 148[: 
Let A : R"' -~ ~"  be a nondegenetztte linear operator. The germ 
F(.r) = Aa" + 9(x), g(O) = O, De(O) = O, 
of any C I-diffeomorphism is topolog&ally (that is, by a homemnolphism H: (R" ,  O) --+ 
(Rm,0)) conjugate m the linear diffeomoq~hism Az when and only when the spectrtan 
of the operator A does not lie on the unit circle. 
Therefore, a hyperbolic mapping F is embeddable into an ll~-flow of continuous map- 
pings. However, the question of the possibility to linearize a particular nonhyperbolic 
mapping is open and undoubtedly, very complicated. 
The analytical linearization is examined by A. Poincar6, C.L. Siegel [1091, [I, pp. 176, 
194-199], [471, A.D. Brjuno [18,191, J.-C. Yoccoz [1261, [77, p. 2821 and many 
other mathematicians [I 14,123,124,45,1271. The one-dimensional complex case was first 
treated by E. Schr0der [1001 and G. Koenigs [54]. Thus, even if the eigenvalues of the A 
operator do not have resonances (and the analytical F mapping can therefore be formally 
linearized), the analytical-linearization problem rests on the number-theoretic properties 
of the eigenvalues. For example, the linearizability of the simplest one-dimensional (com- 
plex one-dimensional) holomorphic mapping F(z)  : exp(2rict)z +. . . ,  t~ E I~ \ Q de- 
pends on the number-theoretic properties of the number c~ (G.A. Pfeiffer [791, 1-I.. Cremer 
128-301, C.L. Siegel [1091, A.D. Brjuno i18,191, J.-C. Yoccoz [1261, R. P6rez-Marco 
[75-78]). 
(2) Every (maybe, infinite) square complex upper-triangular matrix with a fixed non- 
zero element a~, = O ~ 0 on the diagonal is embeddable into an analytical C-flow 
(L. Reich [87], L. Reich and J. Schwaiger [941). This theorem has deep applications to 
examining the existence of Ibrmal iterative roots of given order with a given multiplicator 
(see i ° in Section 3). 
(3) I f  a formal mapph~g F : (U, 0) -~ (C, 0) is not the identity and is tangent m the 
identio' mapphlg at ~ero, that is, has the form F(z)  = z + a,,,z'" + . . . ,  where am ~ O, 
m >1 2, then it is embeddable h~m a formal C-flow (I.N. Baker [5,81). I.N. Baker [81, 
G. Szekeres [! 17], and P. Erd6s and E. Jabotinsky ]431 considered the formal series 
fx(z) = z + Aa,,,z" + . . . ,  where the terms starting with the third one are uniquely 
determined by the formal equation f;~ o F = F o f~. 
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Here we give some conditions howing that certain classes of mappings cannot 
be embedded into a flow. For every flow and every positive integer N, we have 
F = fl = (f l /N) N, therefore, the existence of an iterative root of order N is nec- 
essary for an affirmative answer to the embedding question. 
It is the problem of the existence of a continuous iterative root of a given order N that 
is our concern in this work. We consider the problem of finding the conditions on the 
germ of a mapping F ensuring the possibility of the existence of a germ of a continuous 
mapping G:(U,  O) I-+ (R'", 0) such that for a given positive integer N, the equality 
G N = F 
holds, where C N stands for the N-fold iteration of the G mapping. 
In finding the necessary conditions, we will use the topological notions of the multi- 
plici~., des(F, I)) of a germ t~'the mapping F at zero for an isolated preimage 0 of zero 
and the index ind(F, 0) of a fixed point 0 of a germ of the mappbzg F for an isolated fixed 
point l) of the F mapping. Our methods allow us to formulate the necessary conditions 
for the existence of a continuous iterative root of a given order N, which are nontriviai 
if the linear component of the F mapping is degenerate or the eigenvalues of the linear 
component (the differential of F at zero) include primitive roots of unity of order >/2. 
The existence of an smooth iterative root of order N of a linear operator A : R m --+ ~"  
is equivalent to the existence of the root of order N of the operator matrix (which can 
be verified by a simple procedure). Therefore, the found obstacles to the existence of an 
iterative root imply oSstacles to the topological linearization of the given mapping. 
Because valuating of the multiplicity of zero and index of a fixed point requires thor- 
oughly considering the spectrum of a linear approximation a d certain monomials ofhigh 
degree in the (formal) decomposition f F, we will restrict our consideration bycomplex 
one-dimensional mappings. Thus the author [15] demonstrated the use of the index (ind) 
in examining the existence of a formal (smooth) iterative root of given order with a given 
multiplicator. As a multiplicator is not defined for a continuous (nonsmooth) mapping, our 
conditions correspond toa smooth mapping with the weakest condition on the mapping F. 
Theorem 0.1. For a germ of a holomorphic mapping F :  (U, 0) -+ (C, 0) of the form 
F(z)  = a,nz" + . . . ,  where a,n ~ O. m >1 2, and a positive integer N, the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
( ! ) 77wre exists a positive integer k such that m = k N. 
(2) The mapping F has a formal iterative root of order N. 
(3) The mappblg F has a holomorphic iterative root of order N. 
(4) The' mapping F has a continuous iterative root of  order N. 
Theorem 0.2. For a germ of a holomorphic mapping F : (U, 0) -+ (C, 0) of the form 
F(z)  = pz +. . . ,  where g is a primitive root of  tmiO" of  order d >1 2 such that F d ~ Id. 
wzd a positive integer N, the following conditions are equivalent: 
(I) The number d. gcd(N, ind(Fd,0) - l) divides the number ind(Fd.0) - I. 
(2) The mapping F has a formal iterative root of order N. 
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(3) The mapping F has a conthu.'ms iterative root of  order N. 
(4) The mapphlg F has exactly gcd(N, ind(F d. 0) - I).ft.'real iterative roots of or- 
der N. These roots are.fimnally nonconjugate. 
(5) The mapping F has at least gcd(N, ind( F a, 0) - I) contbmous iterative roots of 
order N. These roots are topologically nonconjugate. 
Theorem 0.3. For a gernt of  a holomoq~hic mapping F : (U, 0) -+ (C, 0) of the form 
F(z )  = oz + . . . ,  where p is a pri#titive root of  uni 0' of  otzler d >~ 2, the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
( I ) F 't = ld. 
(2) The mapping F(z)  is formally conjugate to the mapping pz. 
(3) The mapping F(  z ) is holon~oqdtically cmuugate to the mapping #z. 
(4) For eveo' N, there exist n >1 N and a formal mapping G of the fi . 'm G(z) = 
~.z + . . . ,  where e,, is a primitive toot of  uni b' of  order n, such that G" : F 't. 
(5) For eveo' N,  there exist n ~ N and a CI-mapping G: (U, 0) --+ (R2,0) of the 
fornt G(z) = e. z + g(z. 5), 9(0. O) = O, Dg(O. O) = O, where e,, is a primitive root of  
tmit~." of order n, such that G n : F d. 
(6) The mapping F has a contimums iterative root of older d k for eve O' k >~ I. 
1. Super-attracting fixed point 
L~:~ F :  (U. 0) --+ (]t~".0) be an admissible mapping, that is, a continuous mapping 
such ~hat F -  i (0) n U = 0. Then for some eo > 0. the mapping G : B~,,(0) \ 0 -r  S .... t 
give~ by the formula G(z)  = F(z ) / l l F (z ) I1  is well defined and the degree of the mapping 
GIs,"- '0) : 5" - t (0 )  --+ S'"-~ does not depend on the choice of e ~< ~o. it is called the 
degree of the mapping F at the point 0 and denoted as deg(F,0) [261. We need the 
following: 
Proposition 1.1. i f  f : (U, 0) -+ (II~", 0) and 9 : (V, 0) ---> (R"', 1)) are atbnissible map- 
pings, then .the composition g o f : (W, O) -4 (I~", O) is also an atbnissihle mapping and 
deg(ff o f,  ~)) = deg(9, 0).  deg(f, ~)). 
Proposition 1.2. Let F : (U ,  0) -+ (C,0) be a hohmtoq~hic mapping such that F(z)  = 
a, ,z  "~ +. . . ,  where a,,, ~ O. m >1 I. Then F is a~hnissible attd deg(F,0) = m. 
Proof of Theorem 0.1. The equivalence of ( I ) and (2) is asserted in the Schwaiger theo- 
rem [1021. The implication (3) ~ (4) is evident. We only have to prove the implications 
(I) ::=> (3) and (4) ~ (I). 
( l )  ==> (3). According to the B6tkher theorem [17l, [53, pp. 154-1561, [57, Th6or6me I 
(1' = I)1, [I I, Theorem 6.10.1], [77, p. 275], the mapping F is analytically conjugated 
to the mapping F (z )  = z" .  The mapping/~(z) = z'" has a holomorphic iterative root 
of order N - -  G(z)  = z t'. Therelbre, the conjugated mapping F also has a holomorphic 
iterative root of order N.  
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(4) --~ (I). Let (7: (U,0) ~ (C,0) be a germ of a continuous mapping such that 
G N = F.  As the mapping F is admissible, the mapping G is also admissible. Therefore, 
the number k = deg(G,0) is defined. Then by Propositions !.1 and i.2, we have 
m = deg(F, 0) = deg(G N, 0) = (deg(G, 0)) N = k N. [] 
Remark 1.3. J. Schwaiger [1021 showed that if condition (I) holds, then the F mapping 
has exactly I +k+. . -  + k 'v- I  = (m - I ) / (k  - I) formal iterative roots of order N. If 
in proving the implication (1) ~ (3), we take the mapping Gx(z) = Az k for A satisfying 
the condition A ( .... I)/(k-I) = i, then we obtain exactly (m-  I ) / (k -  !) holomorphic 
iterative roots of order N. According to the Schwaiger theorem the germ mapping F has 
no additional formal root and the more so, additional holomorphic root. According to 
the BOtkher theorem all this holomorphic iterativc loots are holomorphically conjugate. 
2. Rationally indifferent fixed point 
For a germ of a continuous mapping F :  (U,0) ---> (R",O) such that the only fixed 
point of the mapping F is zero, the hulex is 
ind(F, 0) = deg(Id - F, 0). 
We need the following property of an index proved by H. Steinlein [! 121, P.P. Zabreiko 
and M.A. Krasnosel'skii [551, and A. Dold [311. 
Proposition 2.1 (see [ 141). Let F : (U, 6) ~ (~,n, 6) be a germ of a continuous mapping 
such that for every positive integer n, the point () is isolated in the set of all fired poinls 
of the mapping F n. Then there exists a sequence of integers {Ad}~C=l such that 
ind(F",  O) = Z d. Ad for eve~. n >1 I. 
dl n 
Lemma 2.2. Let a holomorphic mapping F : (U ,  0) --+ (C, 0) have the form F(z)  = 
Oz + . . . ,  where ~ = exp(2zria/d) with d = p" and gcd(a, d) = I for some prime 
number p >~ 2 and natural a >~ I. i f  the mapping F has a continuous iterative root of 
order N = p~. then either 
F '1 = Id, or ind(Fd,0) - I (modp°+;J). 
Proof. Let Fd(z) ~- z. Then Fd(z) = z+amzm+ .. .  for some ra /> 2 and a,n # 0. The 
point 0 is an isolated fixed point of the map F d and therefore [ 108], [14, Proposition I, 
Theorem I I, there exists a natural number A/> I such that 
ind(F n ,O)= = I+Ad,  d In. 
Let G: (U ,  0) ~ (C, 0) be a continuous map such that a N = F. Then the point 0 is 
an isolated fixed point of G" for every positive integer n, and by Proposition 2. !, there 
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exists a sequence of integers {B~.}~__ I such that ind(G ' ,  0) = ~-~kl. k .  Bk. Hence. the 
equality G u = F implies 
Z k .  Bk = ! fo r i=0 . . . . .  c t -  I and ~ k .  Bk -= I +p'~ .A .  
kll),~ +, kip ,,+ ~ 
Hence, Bk = 0 for k = p;~+l , . . . ,p ,+~- I  and p"+'~B~, . . . . . .  p"A,  that is, A = 
p'~Bp ...... We therefore proved that ind(F d, 0) = I + dA = I + p"+'~Bl, . . . . .  [] 
Corollary 2.3. Let a holomorphic mapphtg F : (U, 0) --+ (C, 0) have the form F(z )  = 
gz + . . . ,  u'here Q is a primitive root of  unity of  order d = P'm . . . . .  P",d" >~ 2. I f  the 
mapphlg F has a conthmous iterative root eft order N = p~/' . . .  p:,~,;" N ~, then either 
F a = ld, or ind(Fd,0) - I - 0 (modp'l '+'~ . . . .  p;~,'"+'~'"). 
Proof.  Let Fa(z )  ~ z. The mapping F, = F t'; . . . .  i,','.'_, '~,','~'~'. p;:,"' satisfies the conditions 
of Lemma 2.2 and has a continuous iterative root of order p'/'. Therefore. 
ind(Fa,0) = ind(F~ 7' ,0)  = I (modp~"+'"), 
As the numbers {P,}~"--i are mutually prime, the required congruence is equivalent to the 
system of obtained congruences. [] 
Remark 2.4. The divisibility of the number ind(F d, 0) - I by some divisors of N '  can 
be derived only from the consideration f the multiplicator f the iterative root G, which 
is impossible for nonsmooth mappings. 
Lemma 2.5. Let t? be a primitive root of  unity of  order d >1 2, and let the decomposition 
of  the positive integer d in primes be d = p~ . . .  P'/d". Let N be a positive integer such 
that N = p¢' . . .  p~" N ~ and gcd(N', d) = I. Then fi~r a positive integer B. the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
( 1 ) The congruence B - 0 (mod p~' -~ ?' . . .  p',~;" + '~''' ) hoMs. 
(2) The number d . gcd(N, B)  divides B 
(3) There e.rists a number A such that A N = ~o and A B = I. 
(4) There are exactly gcd(N, B)  different numbers A such that A ~v = Q and A n = I. 
Proof .  Let the number Q have an additional representation 
= exp(27ria/d), gcd(a,d) = i. 
(1) ~ (2). There exists a positive integer B'  such that 
B = p'~'+~ . . . .  pTd ''+z~ .... B ' .  
a dl . The number d .  gcd(N,B) P'~ . . . .  P;d"Pl ""l~,d" gcd(N',P' l  . . . . .  p~,~,;" • B ' )  = 
P'~' + ;~' "'" P',~d" + ~ .... gcd(N', B') divides the number B = p'l ~' + ~' . . .  p',~;" + ~ .... B ' .  
(2) ~ (1). Let B = p~' ...p,~,;" • B', where gcd(d,B') = I. As the number d .  
gcd(N, B) divides the number B, the number p~ '+min(~J'''~') al~o divides B,  and therefore, 
o, + min(/3, %) ~< ")',. The last inequality implies that min(~., 3',) =/3i and (~, +/3, ~< %. 
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( I ) =~ (3). As d and N '  are mutually prime, there exist positive numbers k and ! such 
that IN' - kd = a. Let us now consider the primitive root 
( .. l.p~,(,,+j,,, )=exp(27r i (a+kd) /dN)  A = exp 21rip?,+~,
of unity of order p?' +,9 . . . . .  ~_,+,,, AN kd)/d) and A B . - p,,,' . Then = exp(2~ri(a + = Q = !. 
(3) ~ (I). As A 'v = Q, there exist an integer k such that A = exp(27ri(a + kd)/dN). 
From )~B = ! we derive that ((a + kd) /dN)B = I is an integer number. As a + kd 
is mutually prime with the number Pl...P,,+, the congruence B -~ 0 (modp?' .--p~'~ • 
P~'""" P'/,F ) holds. 
(3) ~ (4). if for some integer k the number Ark I = exp(27ri(a + kd)/dN) is such 
that ,X~.) = g and A~.) = I, then the number 
AI~.+N/g,.OIN, Z)) = exp(2ni(a + (k + N/gcd(N, B))d) /dN)  
also satisfies the condition (4). Conversely, let Ark) and ,,Xtk, ) be two numbers atisfying 
the condition (4). Then the numbers (a + kd)B/dN and (a + k 'd)B/dN are integer. 
Therefore the number (k - k ' )dB/dN = (k - k ' )B /N  is integer, that is (k - k') - 
0 (rood N/gcd(N', B)). 
The implication (4) ~ (3) is evident. [] 
Proof of Theorem 0.2. ( I ) ¢* (2) ¢~ (4). These equivalences are reformulations of the 
theorems proved b~ B. Muckenhoupt [73, Theorem 61 and J. Schwaiger [I02, Theo- 
rem 3bl. 
(3) ~ ( I ). According to Lemma 2.5, this i.nplication is exactly Corollary 2.3. 
{I) ~ (5). By the Camache, theorem [22, Theorem I], [33, p. 46--471, [I I, Theo- 
rem 6.10.61, the mapping F(z) is topologically conjugate to the mapping 
1~(") = cOZ(I -'~ :md(F'/,'))-'). 
Let the number A be such that )t N = g and 
,,~ ind(F'l+0)-I = I. 
According to Lemma 2.5 there are exactly god(N, ind(F 't, 0) - I ) such numbers different 
from each other. The mapping 
G'j,(z) = ,x:(I + :+odtr',,,I-,) 
is holomorphic. By 1103, Lemma Ii, 115, Lemma 21, its Nth iteration has the form 
G~"(z) = A~vz(I + . . . )  = ~oz(I +- . . ) ,  and by 1103, Lemma I1, {15, Lemmas 2-31, its 
(Nd)th iteration has the form 
G~d(z) = AN'Iz(I + Ndz md(F'k°)-' +. . - )  = z( l  + Ndz malts'+''')-' + . - .  ). 
By the Camacho theorem 1221. the mappings F and ~v are topologically conjugate. 
This means that there exist a local homeomorphism H:(U,O) --+ (]R2,0) such that 
F = H- I  o ~v o H. Then the germ G~ = H- t  o G~ o H is a continuous 
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root of the germ F of order N. So we constructed exactly gcd(N, ind(F a,0) - 1) 
different continuous iterati,'e roots of germ F of order N. As the germs GA have different 
multiplicators, they are topologically nonconjugate by the Nai'shul' theorem [74,44] and 
therefore, all constructed roots G;~ are topologically nonconjugate. For the applicability 
of the Naishui' theorem, it should also be noted that different numbers A satisfying the 
condition (4) of Lemma 2.5 are not complex conjugate. 
The implication (5) :=> (3) is evident. [] 
Remark 2.6. In the work [102], J. Schwaiger proves the equivalence of conditions (1) 
and (2) using a modification of Lemma 2.5. 
Remark 2.7. In the works [49], [65], [ ! 2 I, Theorem 2.1.20], the problem of the existence 
of an iterative root of given order N for a given bijection F : X --+ X of an arbitrary set 
X onto itself was solved completely. However, the obtained iterative roots are usually 
discontinuous. Note that the obstacles to the existence of a discontinuous root of order N 
found by S. Lojasiewicz are an analog of Proposition 2. ! (in the discrete case, the index 
of an open set is equal to the number of fixed points in this set). Thus, the Lojasiewicz 
theorem implies that the mapping Fm :Z --+ Z given by F,n (n) = n + m has an iterative 
root of order N iff m --=- 0 (mod N). Now let 
+oc~ 
X={0}U U [ 22~'2z'+'] and F ( ,v )=4- 'x .  
t=-oc ,  
The mapping F is a contraction and therefore, it has discontinuous iterative roots of 
all orders 1121, Proposition 2.1.22], but it does not have a continuous iterative root of 
any order N /> 2. Indeed, let a continuous mapping G : X --+ X be such that G N = F. 
Because G is continuous, G( [22', 22/+ i]) lies in one connected component of the space X, 
therefore, the induced mapping G : {,} U Z --+ {,} u Z is well defined. The equality 
G N = F implies that t~ ~v = _P, but as was mentioned, the mapping Fl = if" does not 
have iterative roots of order N ~> 2. Note that the mapping 4 - l id  is linear on the real 
line and therefore, it can be embedded into the cominuous R-flow of linear mappings 
4-r id.  
It is shown in the works [95,105,25] that the mapping F(z )  = az  2 + bz + c, a # O, 
of the plane does not have any (including discontinuous) iterative toots. In the works 
[49,46,2,3, I 11,96,97, ! 28, ! 29], the problem of the existence of an iterative root of a given 
order of an arbitrary self-mapping of an arbitrary set is considered. 
The problem of the existence of continuous iterative roots of a continuous mapping 
of the real line into itself is discussed in work [56] and in even more detail, in mono- 
graph [58]. 
I.N. Baker [4], [6, p. 1521, [7, p. 284] proved the equality of the derivatives at fixed 
points belonging to the same orbit of an iterative root which has periodic points of all 
orders except, possibly, one [7], [! I, Theorem 6.2.21 to be an obstacle to the existence 
of an entire root of a given order. 
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Proof of Theorem 0.3. The implications (3) =~ (2) ==~ (1), (2) =~ (4), (3) =~ (5), and 
(3) =~ (6) are evident. We only have to prove the implications (1) =~ (3), (4) =*- (1), 
(5) ==~ (1), and (6) =~ (1). 
(1) ==~ (3). This implication is contained in [110, pp. 159-161], [73, Lemma 4], [77, 
p. 276]. 
(4) =~ (1). This implication in a little different form was communicated to the author 
by L. Reich. (Cf. [88, Theorems 7-9], [91], [92].) 
Let us assume that Fd(z )  ~ z. Then Fd(z )  = z + amz m + . . .  for some m /> 2 and 
am ~ O. There exist n /> m and a formal mapping G of the form G(z)  = enZ +-- - ,  
where en is a primitive root of unity of order n, such that G n = F d. The mapping G 
has the semicanonical form G(z)  = enz( !  + aknz k'* + ' "  ") for some positive integer k. 
Hence, the mapping G n has the semicanonical form t~(z )  = z(I + naknz  k~ + . . . ) .  
From the uniqueness of the degree of the second nonvanishing term in the semicanonieal 
form, we obtain kn  + 1 = m.  This contradicts the choice of n t> m. 
(5) =~ (1). Let us assume that Fd(z )  ~ z. Then Fd(z )  = z + amz m +. . .  for some 
m >/ 2 and a,,, # 0. There exist n >~ m and a CI-mapping G:(U ,  (}) -+ (1~2, ~) of 
the form G(z)  = enz  + g(z,~.), g(0,0) = 0, Dg(O,O) = (}, where en is a primitive 
root of unity of order n, such that G '~ = F d. By Proposition 2. l and the Shub-Sullivan 
theorem [108], [14, Theorem i], there exists an integer number A such that l + nA = 
ind(G n, 0) = ind(F d, 0) = m. This contradicts the choice of n/> m. 
(6) =~ (l).  Let us assume that Fd(z )  ~ z. Then Fd(z )  = z + amz m +. . .  for some 
m ~> 2 and am ~ 0. According to Theorem 0.2 and Lemma 2.5, the number dk+l divides 
the number m - l = ind(Fd,0) - I for every integer k/> 0. This condition shows that 
m = o¢, that is, Fd(z )  -- z. [] 
Remark 2.8. If the numbers deg(F, 0) and ind(F d, 0) are finite, then they are determined 
by a finite jet of the germ of the mapping F .  Therefore, for Theorems 0.1 and 0.2, 
an analog of the Reich "stability theorem" [89, Theorem 2], [15, Theorem 2] can be 
formulated. Theorem 0.3 also admits of introducing "stable" versions of the corresponding 
properties. 
3. The mapping F is tangent to the identity mapping 
As we mentioned in the introduction, any germ of a mapping tangent o the identity 
mapping is embeddable into a C-flow of formal mappings. I N. Baker [5,8] and E Erd6s 
and E. Jabotinsky [43] examined the structure of the set of all complex A E C such that 
the mapping f~ has positive convergence radius. 
,':3aker's theorem [8, Theorems 2, 10 and 11]. l f  F (z )  is any fo rmal  series o f  the fo rm 
F (z )  = z + y~ anz  n, am¢0,  m)2 ,  (TId) 
n=m 
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then for eveo'fotvnal series if(z) = z + ~_~n~c=2 bnz n permutable with F ( F o y : 9 o F), 
we have (1) b2 . . . . .  b , . - i  = O, (2) b., is arbitrao" and (3)for all arbitrao" value of 
A, there is exactly one g(z) with bm= Aa .... This 9(z) is denoted as f.x(z) and  has the 
form 
f~(z) = z + Aamz'" + ~ b,,(A)z".  (Fam) 
n=m+l 
where b.(A)  is a polynondal in A of degree at most (n - m + 1). 
I f  S is tire set of A corresponding to the convergent members t~f tire family (Fam), it 
has one of the fomrs 
(i) tire point A = O, 
(it) {hA0}, n = O, ± I, ±2  . . . .  with Ao ~ 0 (a linear set), 
(iii) {hA0 +mA~},  n = 0 ,±1 . . . . .  m = 0 .±1 . . . . .  A0 ~- O, At ~ O, A~/A0 is trot real 
(a plane lattice), or 
(iv) tire whole plane. 
For the mapping 
F (z )=e z - I = z + tz2_ + ~z 6 +. . . ,  
tire mapping f~(z ) fi'om the family (Fam) have positive radius e~" convergence if/" tire 
complex number A is one of O ±1,  ±2 . . . . .  
Tire family 
-- ~ A 'z  "+l (FI) 
z 
A (z )  - I - ,~z 
n=O 
~( mappings Jbrms an analytic C-flow of holomotphic mappings. 
I.N. Baker [8, pp. 285-286] also constructed a |brmal series F(z) for which the series 
fa(z) converges in a circle of a positive radius only for A = O, and J. i~calle [36,391 
(and S.M. Voronin for m = 2 [125]) showed that case (iii), that is, the case of the two- 
dimensional attice, cannot occur. In the works [8-10,118,63,86.34], it is shown that for 
many special classes of maps, the situation (it) occurs. I.N. Baker [8, p. 2881 and P. Erd6s 
and E. Jabotinsky [43] associate a series L(z) (I(z)) with a mapping F(z) of the form 
(Tld), which is a formal solution to the functional equation LF(z) = F'(z) • L(z) with 
its first nonzero term equal to the second nonzero term of F(z). The series L(z) can 
also be represented as 
OA(z )  
L ( z ) = --SY- ~=,," 
I.N. Baker [8], P. ErdSs and E. Jabotinsky [43,50-52] showed that the first k coefficients 
of a series determine the first k coefficients of its associated series, and vice versa, in 
additioa, the associated series has positive radius of convergence if and only if all series 
f~, have positive radius of convergence. E. Jabotinsky examined the properties of the 
coefficients of the series L(z) [521. 
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Many authors obtained the formal canonical normal form of a mapping of the 
form (TId) [73. Theorem l], [120, Theorem 21, [125, Theorem l.l], [81, p. 1131, [1 I, 
Theorem 6.10.7[. 
Evel T mapping F of  the form (Tld) is formally conjugate to a mapping ff'(z) = 
z + z"  + cz 2m- I and this canonical nonnalform is unique. 
As a corollary to the cited results, B. Muckenhoupt [73] proved that the mappings 
i ~2 1 ,~3 F(z)  = e-" - i and H(z)  = z + ~~ + -~ +- . . ,  whose associated function is L(z) = 
)~z 2 - ~z  3, are formally conjugate and holomorphicaily nonconjugate. The problems 
of holomorphic onjugacy of germs of holomorphic mappings, inclusion of a gerra of 
holomorphic mapping into a C-flow of germs of holomorphic mappings, and the existence 
of a holomorphic iterative root of given order are solved by J. l~caile [35,37-42,66] and 
S.M. Voronin (m = 2) [125,107,66,69]. 
The mentioned hoiomorphic C-flow (FI) has the property that every two mappings of 
this flow (except ,fi)(z) ~- z) are linearly (and hence, holomorphicaily) conjugate. Indeed, 
A - I  (F(Az)) = f~(z).  This example appears to be an exclusive one. 
Theorem 3.1. For a formal mapping F of  the form (TId). two iterates f~ and ft,. A ~ O, 
I1 ~ O, are f imnal b' conjugate iff either A = It. or the mapping F(z)  is formally conjugate 
to the mapping F(z)  = z + z m + (n'z/2)z 2~-I. 
Proof. Let the formal canonical normal form of the mapping F be _F(z) = z + z ~ + 
cz 2m-I. Then the mapping fx (z )  has the form 
f~(z)  = z ~-,,zm + [Ac + ~m]~"m- '  + . . . .  
The coefficients of the formal series fx (z )  can be evaluated by inductively considering 
monomials in the left- and right-hand sides of the equation fx o F = F o fx. 
The functional identity 
(z + az"  + cz 2 .... i) o Az = Az o (z + A ' - I  az " + A2m-2cz 2m-~) 
and the uniqueness of the canonical normal form show that z + az m + cz zm-~ and 
z + bz"+ dz 2' ' -  ' are formally conjugate iff c/a 2 = d/b 2. Hence, f,~ and f~, are formally 
conjugate iff 
[Ae + ~'n J IA ' -  = [ , c+ ~ m ] / P  2, 
that is, 
n~ 111 
~c + ~(a-  l)~-_ = ac + a(~-  i)-3- ¢, (/, - a)c = _  T (~ - ,~)c 
o 
trt 
~c=~,  or It = a. [] 
Iterations proved to be always topologically conjugate. Mappings of form (Tld) and 
moreover, mappings as in Theorem 0.2 are topologically classified by C. Camacho [22]. 
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We used his classification i the proof of Theorem 0.2. The case Lo = 1, m = 2 was also 
considered by A.A. Sherbakov [107]. 
Theorem 3.2. A germ of a holomolphic mapping F of tile form (Tld) is embeddable 
hz a continuous C-flow f a of germs of continuous mappings. All complex iterates f a, 
¢ 0, bl this flow are topologically conjugate. 
Proof. By the Camacho theorem, all mappings of form (Tld) with fixed m ) 2 are 
topologically conjugate, and the number m is a topological invariant. (This is implied 
by the equality m = ind(F, 0).) Then, the given germ of the mapping F is topologically 
conjugate to the mapping H(z)  = z + z m + (m/2)z z'~- i + . . . ,  whose associated series 
is L(z) = z m. By the Baker-Erd6s-Jabotinsky theorem, the mapping H has an analytic 
(because the dependence of coefficients of iterate ha on )~ is analytic) C-flow of germs of 
hoiomorphic mappings. The topological conjunction of the C-flow ha gives a continuous 
2-flow of germs of continuous mappings fa for which fl = F. 
The mappings ha, )~ ~ 0, are of type (iv) (from the Bakct theorem), thcrch)lc, the 
Baker-Erd6s-Jabotinsky theorem implies that associated series of these mappings have a 
positive radius of convergence. According to our Theorem 3. !, these series are formally 
conjugate, and by the Muckenhoupt theorem [73, Theorem 2], they are also holomorphi- 
cally conjugate. Note that the topological conjugacy of the mappings ha, )~ -~ 0, is an 
immediate corollary to the Camacho theorem. Therefore, mappings fa, ,~ ¢ 0, are also 
topologically conjugate. [] 
Remark 3.3. The notion of index and multiplicity is also useful in considering multi- 
dimensional mappings. The conditions F a - Id and F ~ 0 should be then replaced by 
the conditions "0 is not an isolated fixed point of the mapping F 't'' and "'0 is an isolated 
preimage of zero", which are readily verified. 
General results on the existence of iterative roots for multidimensional mappings are 
apparently exhausted by the following four situations. 
1 °. L. Reich and J. Schwaiger obtained a very strong criterion for the existence of a 
formal iterative root of  otzler N with a given multiplicator in terms of semicanonical 
normal forms [94,88,891. 
2 °. Let F be an automorphism of the complex formal power series ring C[[zl . . . . .  z,,]]. 
Joint efforts of D.N. Lewis [641, S. Sternberg [i 14], L. Reich and J. Schwaiger 
[87,93,94,88], W. Bucher [211, G.H. Mehring [70,711, and C. Praagman I80-841 made it 
possible to state that the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) F is embeddable h~ an analytic C-flow. 
(ii) F is embeddable hz a continuous E-flo,t: 
(iii) F is embeddable in a continuous Q-flow. 
(iv) F has roots of all orders. 
(v) F is conjugate to an atttomolphism in smooth normalJbrm. 
(vi) F is conjugate to an ataomorphism h~ normal form which has roots of all orders 
in normal form. 
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(vii) F is an exponential of a derivation of C[[zl . . . . .  zm]], i.e., F has a logarithm. 
3 °. For eveo'formal mapping F : (U, O) --+ (C m, 6) with a nondegenerate differential 
at O, there exists a positive integer d such that for F a, each statement (i)-(vii) is fulfilled 
[64,24,1011. 
4 °. U Reich and A.R. Kr~iuter [91,921 showed that fi~r a formal mapping F, the 
presence of special iterative roots implies the embeddabili~, of F into an analytic C- 
flow. 
Remark 3.4. K.T. Chen [24] showed that for iiyperbolic real C~-gerrns, there is an 
analog of 3 °. He also constructed a C~-mapping F :  (U, 0) --+ (i~ 3, 0) for any positive 
integer d which has hyperbolic fixed point and is such that the mapping F ~ satlslles 
the condition (ii) from 2 ° for k = d and does not satisfy the condition (ii) from 2 ° for 
k = ! . . . . .  d -  I. Considenng nonhyperbolic fixed points makes it possible to reduce 
the dimensionality of the "implementation" space. (For a plane hyperbolic C~-germ, we 
always have d = I or d = 2 [241.) 
Theorem 3.5. For any integer d >1 2, there exists a holomorph& germ F : (U, O) --+ 
(C, 0) such that for a given positive integer n, the following conditions are equivalent: 
(I) n = 0 (modd). 
(2) The germ F ~ can be embedded into an analytic C-flow of germs of holomorphic 
mappings f ~. 
(3) The germ F n has a continuous iterative root of order d, 
(4) The germ F n has a formal iterative root of order d. 
Proof .  Consider the germ of the holomorphic mapping 
H(z) = z I + z e + - -~-z -  + . . .  , 
whose associated series is L(z) = z d+l. By the Baker-Erd6s-Jabotinsky theorem, the 
mapping H(z)  has an analytic C-flow of germs of holomorphic mappings. As was proved 
by B. Muckenhoupt ['/3, p. 166], the mapping H(z)  has the form 
H(z)=z[ l  + zd + ~bnznd] .  
n=2 
It is easy to see from the form of the decomposition of the germ of H that the germs 
H(z)  and Ra = ~z, where 0 is a primitive root of unity of order d, are commutative. 
Consider the map 
F(z)  = Rd o H(z)  = Oz I + z d + bnz nd . 
n=2 .a 
As the germs Ra and H are commutative, we have F n = R~ o H n for all n. 
(c~) Let n = dn'. Then F n = R a~' o H n = H",  and the map H ~ = h,~ is embedded 
into an analytic C-flow of germs of holomorphic mappings. (It suffices to put (f)x = 
b,a.)  
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(f~) Let gcd(n, d) < d and d = d/gcd(n, d) /> 2. Then 
F" = R~ o i l ' ( z )  = Lo'z[I + nzd + .. .] = ~dz[I + nzd +. . . ] ,  
where E d is a primitive root of unity of order d ~> 2. Because the number dgcd(d, d) =dd 
does not divide d, Theorem 0.2 implies that the germ F"  does not have an iterative root 
(neither formal, nor continuous) of order d. [] 
Remark 3.6. In (3) and (4), the order d of an iterative root can be replaced by an order 
d' such that the number gcd(d', d) does not divide gcd(n, d). 
Remark 3.7. Gy. Targonski [122] and J. Schwaiger [103] examincd the existence of 
so-called "'phantom" roots. 
Remark 3.8. In the work [901, the problem of evaluation of all formal iterative roots of 
a formal mapping F(z) = #z + . . . ,  where £, is a root of unit),, is solved. 
4. Irrationally indifferent fixed point 
Now, let a germ of a holomorphic mapping F:(U, O) ~ (C, 0) have the form 
F(z) = Qz +.- . ,  where ~o = exp(27rit~) with a E I~ \ Q. (lrr) 
In the case under consideration, resonances are absent, therefore, any mapping as in (lrr) 
is formally lhwarizable. For the first time. the existence of holomorphically nonlineariz- 
able germs was proved by G.A. Pfeiffer [791. His proof showed that in constructing a 
nonlinearizable g rm, the approximability of the multiplicator g by roots of unity is very 
important. 
For an irrational number ct C I1~ \ Q, consider the tbllowing "'arithmetical" ob- 
jects I77.781. The norm of t~ is 
By induction, a sequence {t~.}.~=o is defined: 
,~o = I1'~11 and •. = I1,~;'-,11 to rn  ~ I; 
~t 
f l _ ]= l  and ~"=l - I& J  fo rn />0.  
J=O 
From the sequences constructed, the following two numbers (possibly, infinite) are de- 
termined, which play an important role in the dynamics of the germ F: 
! 
¢(-) = ~ ~--~,,_,log,~;', 
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From the representation f the number a in the form of an infinite chain fraction, two 
integer sequences {qn}'~=o and {t~=}~=0 can be determined, which can also be specified 
by the inductive formulas [78, p. 573] 
q,+l = min{q~> I: Ilqc~ll < ½llq~c~l[} and 
qn+l = min{q ~ 1: Ilqc~ll < Ilq,,~ll}- 
The following propositions are contained in R. P6rez-Marco's works in the most complete 
and explicit forms. 
Proposition 4,1 (see l!26, p. 55], [77, p. 278], [78, p. 5681). For the number 
L~ = exp(27ric~) with c~ E • \ Q, 
tile following conditions are equivalent: 
lim inf ~ - ! I = 0, (Cr) 
n -.4.oo 
snp Iogq,,+_~l = +c¢. (C~) 
q,~ 
Proposition 4.2 (see [77, p. 278], [78, pp. 568, 613]). For the number Q = exp(2~ric~) 
with ct E ~ \ Q, the following conditions are equivalent: 
lim inf 't" [x /~ - I[ = 0, (d) 
n---+ ~ 
log q,, + t 
sup ~ = +OO. (d2) 
Proposition 4.3 (see [32, p. 1521, [126, p. 551). For ~o = exp(2n-ia) with a E ~ \ Q. 
the following conditions are equivalent: 
there e.rist C, T > 0 such that 
for all rational p/q, we have ]a - P/ql >1 C/q  ~, (Dioph) 
there exist C, 7" > 0 such that 
for all n >/O, we have q.,+l ~< Cq r, (Dioph2) 
log qn+ I
s u p ~  < +cx~. (Dioph3) 
Proposition 4.4 (see [126, p. 56], [75, p. 534], [77, p. 3061, [78, pp. 574, 6351). For 
g --'- exp(2rric~) with a E ~ \ Q, 
the following conditions are equivalent: 
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--~ logq~-~l < +cx~, (Br) 
qn n >~o 
Iog~+l_ < +Cx~, (Br2) 
q~ n)O 
~/i(a) < +c~, (Yoc) 
Proposition 4,5 (see [75, p. 534], [78, pp. 574, 635]). For  the number 
0 = exp(2rric~) with c~ E I~ \ Q. 
the fo l lowing condit ions are equivale .t: 
~-~ log < +oc, (Per) log qn+l 
n ) 0 qn 
log log qn+l -- < +OC, (Per2) 
n>~O qn 
k0(a) < +2 (Per~) 
Proposition 4.6 (see [77, p. 279], [78, p. 6121). For 0 = exp(27ric~) with ct E R \ Q, 
the fo l lowing conditions are equivalent: 
lim inf "Vie" - 11 = o fi)r ever)., posit ive d, (ec) 
n~ ~c 
log log qn+] 
s u p -  - +co. (c~2) 
qn 
In works published in 1928, 1935, and 1938, H. Cremer [28-30] suggested nice and 
simple approaches to constructing holomorphically nonlinearizable g rms. Thus, if the 
multiplicator 0 satisfies the condition (Cr), then there exist a nonlinearizable g rm of 
the entire mapping. But if the multiplicator 0 does satisfy the condition (d), then every 
polynomial germ F(z )  = Oz +. . .  + aaz d, aa ¢ O, and every rational mapping 
F(z )  = Oz + a2z 2 + ' "  + arz"  
! + b jz  + . . .  + b~z "~ (Rate) 
with r < s = d, ba ¢ 0, has the property that the fixed point 0 is the limit of periodic 
points and therefore, none of such mappings is iinearizable. 
C.L. Siegel proved in 1942 [109] mat if the rotation angle c~ of the multiplicator 0 is 
Diophantian, that is, it satisfies the condition (Dioph), then every germ of the form (Irr) 
is linearizable. A.D. Brjuno [18,19] strengthened the Siegel theorem by proving the 
linearizability of each germ of the form (lrr) for the case when the number c~ satisfies 
the condition (Br). J.-C. Yoccoz estimated the radius of convergence of a linearizing 
formal mapping in the case of the fulfillment of the Brjuno condition with the help of 
the number ~/i(c~) [126, p. 56], [77, pp. 281,283]. J.-C. Yoccoz also showed that for 
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~b(~) = ~,  the mapping ~z+z 2 is not linearizable [126, p. 56], [75, p. 533]. In 1988, he 
showed that the fixed point is then the limit of periodic points, and in 1989 [77, p. 283], 
[78, p. 605 (Th~or~me IV.l.l)] that the fixed point is even the limit of periodic orbits. 
Using Yoccoz's method, R. P~rez-Marco showed that for any nonlinearizable g rm of 
the form (Irr) whose multiplicator satisfies the condition (Per), the fixed point is the limit 
of periodic orbits [75, Th~or~me 2], [77, p. 298], [78, Th~or~me 31. For ~(c~) = ~,  
he constructed a germ as in (Irr) defined and one-to-one on a unit disk such that i f  the 
iterations of some point are inside the unit disk, then they converge to the riced point 
[75, Th~or~me 1], [77, p. 298], [78, Th~or~me 2]. R. P~rez-Marco also used Yoccoz's 
method to show that if the condition (cx~) is fulfilled, then for any polynomial nonlinear 
germ the fixed point 0 is the limit of periodic orbits [78, Proposition IV.3.1 ]. He also 
obtained theorems on nonlinearizability of structurally stable polynomial germs under a 
weaker condition imposed on the multiplicator ~[78, Th~or~me 4]. 
Note that the problems of topological and holomorphic linearization of a germ of the 
form (Irr) are equivalent. Various forms of the following assertion can be found in many 
works. 
Theorem 4.7. For a germ of holomorphic mapping as in (In'), the following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(1) The germ F is holomorphically linearizable. 
(2) The germ F is linearizable by a local homeomorphism. 
(3) The mapping F has an open invariant simply connected neighborhood of zero 
whose boundary contains more than one point. 
Proof. The implications (I) ~ (2) ~ (3) are evident. We only have to prove the 
implication (3) =~ (!). 
(3) ~ (!). Let U be an open invariant simply connected neighborhood of zero with 
more than one point on the boundary. By the Riemann mapping theorem [67, Theo- 
rem III.I.2 (v. III, pp. 8, 12)], there exists a conformal mapping H:U -~ K of the 
neighborhood U onto a unit disk K with the center at the origin such that H(O) = O. 
Then -P = H o b-' o H-~ is a mapping of K into itself such that F(0) = 0 and 
_P'(0) = exp(2~ric~). 
By the Schwarz lemma [67, Theorem 1.17.8 (v. I, p. 381)], we have F(z)  = 
exp(2~ric~)z. [] 
Note that in many works [85], [68, p. 63], [116, p. 736], the property of "the existence 
of periodic points tending to zero" is mentioned, which presents obstacles for topological 
linearizability. However, because the orbit of a periodic point close to the fixed point can 
include points outside the circle where the conjugation is defined, if there is no invariant 
neighborhood (i.e., the germ of the mapping b-' is nonlinearizable), the difference in the 
behavior of the periods of periodic points converging to the fixed point is not an obstacle 
to the conjugacy of two nonlincarizable g rms. This shows the necessity of obtaining 
theorems on the existence of periodic orbits converging to the fixed point. 
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Lemma 4.8. Let F : (U ,  0) --+ (C, 0) be a germ o f  a rat iomd mapping as in (Rat,.,) and 
F,~ (z) be the nth itelzttion o fF .  Then F,, has the form 
.+r"  - i on~ + • . .  + al. +r+r '+"  Zr" 
F , (z )  = 1 +. . .+o~ a,. ~ " _ ,l+(,.-.~)+...+(r-.s)" ~ r+ . .+r" - I - ( r - s )  . . . .  ( r - ' )  ''-k , .... ( r -s)"  ' 
when r > s; ( I )  
p"z  + . . .  + p" - Ia ,  bi~ . . . . .  ~z ' ' '+' - "  
F , ( z )  = 1 +. . .  +b~'," 'z  '~" when r < s. (2) 
The validity of formulas ( I )  and (2) is verified by induction on the number  'n. 
Theorem 4.9. I f  the number ~o = exp(27rk~), where t~ ~_ R \ Q. satL~fies the condition 
l im inf " ~  - 1[ (1 + 8)" = 0 fo r  some 5 > O, (d, 5) 
n-+ zx~ 
then fo r  each germ o f  a rational mapping as in (Rat,.,) satis.'~.'ing one o f  the conditimts: 
( I )  r < s <~ d, 
(2) s+ l<r~d,  
(3) s + 1 = r ~< d and I,,,I # Ib~l, 
each neighbot4tood V o f  the f lxed point 0 contains a periodic point z such that F k ( z ) E V 
fo r  all k, i.e., the point 0 is then the limit o f  periodic orbits. 
Proof .  Let us show that any preset ne ighborhood  V o f  the fixed point 0 contains points 
that are fixed with respect to the iteration F, , .  Br ing ing the equat ion F , , ( z )  - -  z to a 
common denominator  and dividing by z (we seek fixed points different from zero) yields 
the equations 
Q" + . . .  + A(,,)z "¢'+'-'~-I = I + --- + b'~" ':'~" in the case (I),  
~l+r+. - .+r  " - I  r " - I  ~o" + -.-  + ,,,. z = I + - . .  + B(,,)z ' ' ' ' - ( ' - ' ) "  in the case (2), 
i " I . l+r+- - -+r  ' ' -~  r " - I  - -  1+, '+-+, ' "  -nb~, '  - pn+'"+a r Z = I+ ' "#-a  r 
in the case (3). 
Moving all monomials  into one side of the equation and collecting similar terms gives 
the equations 
~o" - I + . . . .  b:,'"-' z '~'' = 0 in the case ( I ) 
Q" - I + . . .  + a I+''+'+''' '-~ ""- J  = 0 in the case (2) r 
Lo '~ - ! + . . .  + , I .  +r+' '  +'" . . . .  (I - (b , /a , . ) '~)z  ' ' - t  = 0 in the case (3). 
By  the V i~te -Bezout  theorem on the product o f  roots o f  a po lynomia l ,  our  equat ions 
have roots with moduli  not exceeding 
I~"- I I  ~/J'' ~"-  I I/,¢' 10" -  I[ I/''' ~< _ _  in the case ( I ). 
I b~ .... I Ib,q v" Ib, I '/" 
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~o"-  I I I ( , - " -0  I~"- II ~ Ic ' ° - ] )  le n - II nld" 
-- l~r l , l<~_, )  <~ l~rl,l(,_,--~--~ i -  in the case (2), a (rr ,'~'- i '~('~ - I ) 
e '~ - I ~I(~"-~) le '~ - I I  ' I ( '~ -~)  
a~"- ' l l I~ - - - r r ( i  - (b , /~) , ' )  - - l a~ l ' IC r - ' ) l i -  (bUa~)~l  ' /~- ' )  
I~o n _ i ] ' /d ' '  
~< in the case (3). 
la~l'IC~-J)ll _ (b Ja~)n l ' l<~"- ' )  
As F ' (0)  = exp(27ria), there exists a neighborhood B~(0) of 0 such that IF'(z)l .< ! +a  
for all points z E B~(O), where J is the positive number from the condition (d,5). It 
can always be assumed that B,  (0) c V. The condition (d, 6) implies that there exists a 
number n such that 
I d  ~ - I I ' /d " ( i  +6)"  ~< Ae, (e) 
where A = Ib.~] I/'~ in the case (1), A = la, I I / ( ' - I )  in the case (2), and 
a--= la , . l ' / ° ' - ' ) l l  -(b~la,-) '~l I I ( ' ' ` - I )  
in the case (3). in the case (3L we have la, I # lb~l, therefore, for sufficiently large 
numbers n, the inequality i! - (b.~/ar)~i /(r"-t) /> 2 - I  holds, and it can be assumed 
that in all cases the coefficient A does not depend on n and the inequality (e) does have 
solutions. 
Therefore, in all three cases, there exist a point zo such that Fn(zo) = zo and Izol ~< 
e/ ( I  + 6) n, and for zi = F(zo) . . . . .  Zk+l = F(zk) with k ~< n - 1. we will have 
IF(zk) -F(0)] ~< IF'(~k)l-  Izk-01.  Hence, lzk+,l <~ (I +a) -e / ( l  + j )n -k  <~ e, which 
implies that the entire orbit of the periodic point zo (remember, zn = :o) lies inside the 
e-neighborhood f the fixed point 0. [] 
Corol lary 4.10. i f  the number ~o = exp(2,"ria), where a E ~ \ Q, satisfies the condition 
(cm), then for any germ of a rational mapping of the form (Rate) with r # s, s + !, 
or with r = s+ I and [a~l # lb~l, any neighborhood V of the fired point O contains 
a periodic poilu z such that Fk(z) E V for all k, i.e., the point 0 is then the limit of 
periodic orbits. 
Proof. Indeed, the condition (oo) implies the condition (d, J). [] 
Remark 4.11. Corollary 4.10 is a generalization of similar P~rez-Marco's assertion for 
polynomial germs formulated above. Our proof of Theorem 4.9 follows proof by H. Cre- 
mer, who showed the existence of periodic points in any neighborhood of the fixed point 
under a weaker requirement to the number Lo (the multiplier (1 + $)n is not required). 
Thereby, H. Cremer constructed first particular examples of nonlinearizable mappings 
(even at the level of mapping of the form Loz + z2). 
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Corollary 4.12. I f  the number p = exp(2rdc~), where a C • \ Q, satisfies the conditions 
(d, ~) and ~(a)  = oc, then the P~rez-Marco germ G(z) = Oz + . . .  without periodic 
orbits (except O) is not topologically conjugate to any rational mapping as in (Rat.) 
~atisf3.'ing one of the following conditions: 
(l) r<s<~d,  
(2) s+ I < r~<d, 
(3) s + ! = r <~ d and [arl :~ lb.,I, 
Proof. Let G(z) = ~z +. . .  be a Pfrez-Marco germ and F(z)  be a rational map of the 
form (Rata) with r :~ s, s + 1, or r = s + I and la,.I ¢ [bq. If the germs G and F 
are topologically conjugate, then by the Nai'shul' theorem, their multiplicators are equal: 
co = a. Then by the Theorem 4.9, some periodic orbits of the mapping F converge to the 
fixed point 0. But since this property is invariant with respect o topological conjugacy, 
we obtain a contradiction with the properties of the P6rez-Marco germ. [] 
Corollary 4.13. If the number p = exp(27rio~), where c~ C R \ Q, sathfies the condition 
( ~ ), then the P~rez-Marco germ G( z ) = pz +. . .  without periodic orbits (except O) is not 
topologically conjugate m any rational mapping of the.form (Rata) with r ~ s, (s + i), 
or with r = s+ ! and ia,.I # Ib,~l. 
Remark 4.14. In Theorem 4.9 and Corollaries 4.10, 4.12 and 4.13, the restrictions on 
the ~ational function F can be weakened. For example, if r = s + 1, I"rl = Ib.q, 
b~/a,. -- exp(27ri/3), and/3 is Diophantian, all these assertions remain valid. Indeed, we 
than have 
B = liminf[I - (b.,,la,.)'~[ t/(~''-I) > O. 
According to the Cremer theorem, the condition (d) (with d = r) would then contradict 
the Siegel linearizability theorem, and in the proof of Theorem 4.9, it would suffice to 
put A -- B/2.  Corollary 4.13 implies that the P6rez-Marco germ is not topologically 
conjugate to any polynomial germ and is topologically finitely nondetermined. It would 
be interesting to learn whether or not any P~rez-Mmz'o germ can be topologically (or 
holomorphically) conjugate to any rational germ. For r = s or r = s+ I, Theorem 4.9 can 
be valid only under certain additional conditions. For r = s = I, the germ Oz/(I + bz) 
is linearizable, and for r = s + I = 1, the germ Oz is linear. The answers to the 
following questions are unknown to the author. Is it true that the mentioned cases exhaust 
linearizable rational germs of irrationally indifferent fixed poh~t? Is Corollary 4.10 valid 
for a mmlinearizable rational germ? 
J.-C. Yoccoz constructed an uncountable family of classes of holomorphic onjugacy 
of germs of the form (Irr) containing no integer function for any multiplicator co with 
~/,(ct) = c~. He also examined a multidimensional nalog of the Siegel theorem [77, 
p. 282]. 
Note that by the Nai'shul' theorem [74,441,]br the map as h~ (lrr) (with an arbitrao' 
real ct), the number exp(27ria) is a topological h~variant. If F is an irrational rota- 
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tion, the topological invariance of an "'indifferent" multiplicator is well known. In the 
multidimensional case, it is proved by N.H. Kuiper and J.W. Robbin [60]. The works 
[61,62,48,23,59] describe topological invariants for linear C-flows. 
A nonlinearizable g rm of an irrationally indifferent fixeu point can never be embedded 
into a C-flow. Therefore, in considering the problem of embedding of the germ F, it 
makes more sense to consider the center Z(F)  of this germ. 
Proposition 4.15. I f  two formal germs G(z) = r exp(27rit~) z and F(z  ) = an z +. . .  are 
commutative, then either F(z)  = alz, or r = I and t~ E (~. 
This is proved by comparing the coefficients of the powers of : in ~he formal series 
G o F(z)  and F o G(z). 
Remark 4.16. Assertions imilar to Proposition 4.15 and the Naishul" theorem are not 
valid for continuous mappings of the plane even for a quadratic mapping whose linear 
part is a rotation by an angle a. 
Proposition 4.17. For any mappings r :  [0, <x~.) -+ [0 ,~)  and ~: [0, e~) -+ [0, 27r), the 
mappbzg G(z) = r(Iz])e'~(l=t)z is commutative with the mapping R,~(:) = e2~oz. And 
vice versa, if a E R \ Q, then an3" germ ¢wmmutative with t1¢~ has this form. 
Proof. Indeed, let F o R~ =//,~ o F.  Then 
F o R~(z) = R,~ o F(z )  for all n .>/ I. (com) 
Let the complex number z satisfy the condition z = Izl. I fz = 0, then F(O) = R,(F(O)) ,  
R" i.e., we then have F(0) = 0. If z = ]zl > 0, then the sequence { ~(z)},~>, forms an 
everywhere dense subset of a circle of radius I~l, and the sequence {R~(F(z))}n>~o 
forms an everywhere dense subset of a circle of radius IF(z)] ~> 0. Since the mapping 
F is continuous, the image of a circle of radius ]zl lies on a circle of radius IF(z)]. Put 
r(Izl) = IF(z)l/Izl. Let ~(Izl) denote the argument of the complex number F(z).  Then 
the equality (corn) implies 
F (e  2 .. . . .  [z[) -- e-" ...... ei~tl:l)IF(z)l = r(lz[)e'~tl:l)( e2. . . .  I~l) = G( e2 . . . .  I~l)- 
The continuity of the F mapping and the density of the sequence {e2"rrinaIZ]}n~>0 on 
a circle of radius [z[ imply the coincidence of the mappings F and G on the entire 
circle. [] 
Proposition 4.18 (see [76, p. 461], [77° p. 3001). I f  F(z)  is a nonlinearizable germ of 
the fi~rm (In') and C(z) = anz +. . .  is in Z(F) ,  then 
<l)  I,~,l = I. 
(2) an is non-Diophantian, 
(3) i f  an is a root of unity of  order d, then G d = Id, 
(4) the germ G( z ) is uniquely determined by the multiplicator au. 
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Proof. (!) If laJl # 0, 1, then there exists a conformal mapping H : (U, 0) ~ (C, 0) such 
that G(z) = H - I  oGoH(z )  = ajz.  By Proposition 4.15, the germ/~(z) = H- loFoH(z )  
has the form Loz, that is, the germ F is linearizable. 
If al = 0, then G(z) = z m. The equality F o G = G o F (that is, Qz '~ + . . . .  
pmzrn + ---) implies p = Qm. This means that Q = 0, or pm-I = 1. 
(2) If al is Diophantian, then by the Siegel theorem, we have G(z) = alz,  and by 
Proposition 4.15, the germ _P(z) is linear. 
(3) l fa l  is a root of unity of order d~ then Gd(z) = z+." .  If Ga(z) = z+a, ,~z" +. . . ,  
am ~ 0, m/> 2, then the comparison of the coefficients of z m+~ in the series F o Gd(z) 
and G a o F (z )  yields the equality ~o m-! = I [8, Theorem i]. 
(4) The comparison of the coefficients of powers of z in F o G(z) and G o F(z)  
makes it possible to sequentially evaluate all the others coefficients of the germ G(z) 
from al. [] 
Remark 4.19. The Brjuno theorem shows that even stronger conclusion can be made 
in (2): "The number al does not satisfy the Brjuno condition." The Moser theorem [72] 
on simultaneous linearizability also allows us to strengthen (2). Because the set of non- 
Diophantian multiplicators has zero measure on S I, the set of the multiplicators of the 
center is infinite (it includes all numbers ~n), but meager. R. P6rez-Marco [76], [77, 
p. 301] constructed an example of a nonlinearizable g rm as in (lrr) with a center of 
cardinality the continuum. 
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